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TO THE EDITOR: Because of their accessibility, cutaneous microvessels are suitable for mechanistic studies on vascular dysfunction. These examinations are associated with negligible discomfort for the study person and could perhaps, in the future, be used for cardiovascular risk determination. The studies of deficits in thermoregulatory function presented here are good examples on how such studies can be performed (4). The cutaneous vessels are effector organs for thermoregulation. The situation becomes more complicated when the skin is used as a surrogate circulatory bed. The underlying assumption is then that vascular dysfunction is a general phenomenon in a systemic disease process. This needs not always be true and the relevance of the surrogate needs to be critically examined. The impairment might not to be uniformly distributed (2) and there could also be changes over time; for example we have found that patients with advanced atherosclerotic manifestations do not always have cutaneous vascular impairment.

As the authors point out, the vascular reactivity is an integrated net response induced by a number of pathways. In many cases dysfunction is tightly associated with inflammation (1, 3). This gives both problems and opportunities since the characteristics of inflammation are variable. It could thus be that not all inflammatory conditions might be associated with vascular dysfunction and that some cases (inflammation not associated with increased cardiovascular risk) will temporarily reduce the vascular reactivity. It is our belief that there is a need to compare with several other vascular beds to make a general statement.
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